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Other titles

In Pantmare, follow a cute little panda through a bamboos forest…

With MootMoot, follow the leaps of  a black lamb and a white 
lamb playing at leapfrog quietly, until...

Friendship

Nightmare

Racism

Fear

Sheep

Panda

Toddlers 1 YEAR +

Layla Benabid

15 cm x 15 cm | 36 pp | 5,90 €

Cat

Dog

Friendship

Game

Butterfly

Pigeon

In Caterfly, a very malicious cat wants to catch a beautiful butterfly 
at all costs…

In Pidog, a pigeon is making fun of  an adorable dog...

Cartoons is a toddler collection inspired by the principle of  the 
animated film.

The stories, funny and touching, are based on the play of  contrasts 
and enhanced with a touch of  color. Without text, only dynamic 
images guide the story, stimulating the reader’s imagination and 
increasing the interplay of  young and older.

http://fr.calameo.com/read/0046846837543a748b81e
http://fr.calameo.com/read/004684683de583a32e1d2
http://fr.calameo.com/read/00468468328f5c4ef5425
http://fr.calameo.com/read/00468468328f5c4ef5425
http://fr.calameo.com/read/004684683c46a112375b6
http://fr.calameo.com/read/004684683effc231ac5eb
http://fr.calameo.com/read/00468468333b001d451bf
http://fr.calameo.com/read/004684683ce3a627c8a52
http://fr.calameo.com/read/00468468310383d4a9dd1
http://fr.calameo.com/read/004684683abf281b78f81
http://fr.calameo.com/read/00468468325d4b7a2cccf
http://fr.calameo.com/read/00468468335033d706411
http://fr.calameo.com/read/004684683a70f0a078222


Picture books 4 YEARS +

All up there on his mountain, Noah had planned 
everything in the event of  a deluge. He had built 
a gigantic ark, ready to welcome his family and a 
couple of  each of  the animals on Earth.

One day, torrents of  water began to fall and water 
rose to a worrying level. It was time, Noah decided 
to embark. 

But a strange feeling came into him : he was sure 
that he had forgotten something, but what ?

Noah then began to go around all the holds of  his 
huge boat to try to find what he had forgotten… 
Follow Noah and help him to find what he may have 
forgotten to bring with him on his ark !

Mathieu Tucker - Frédéric Laurent

24 x 32 cm | 40 pp | 15 €

From the same author

Animals

Noah’s ark

Gamebook

Noah’s ark

L’Oubli de Noé
Noah’s Oversight

Mathieu Tucker - Frédéric Laurent

24 x 32 cm 24 x 32 cm || 40 pp40 pp | 15 €

Animals

Noah’s ark

http://fr.calameo.com/read/0046846835b0f5e8c7284
http://fr.calameo.com/read/0046846835b0f5e8c7284
http://fr.calameo.com/read/0046846835b0f5e8c7284
http://fr.calameo.com/read/004684683d5bed2aa23c0
http://fr.calameo.com/read/004684683d8cca0d53d1e
http://fr.calameo.com/read/00468468321019bb1b150
http://fr.calameo.com/read/0046846835b0f5e8c7284
http://fr.calameo.com/read/0046846835b0f5e8c7284


Picture books 4 YEARS +

For the pleasure of  your eyes, this story 
full of  life is beautifully illustrated with 
a dynamic graphic design and multiple 
bright colors.

«My neighbor is really weird. I 
think she is a witch. She puts salt 
in her coffee and soaks her carrots 
in her tea.» My neighbor is a witch 
is a really funny story about the 
acceptance of  difference and 
intergenerational relationship.  
giving an additional humorous 
dimension to this nice story.

Laurie Cohen - Krisztina Maros

24 x 22 cm | 40 pp | 12 €

WitchDifference HumorHumor

Ma voisine est une sorcière
My Neighbor is a Witch

http://fr.calameo.com/read/0046846834ea81182f678
http://fr.calameo.com/read/0046846834ea81182f678
http://fr.calameo.com/read/0046846834ea81182f678
http://fr.calameo.com/read/0046846834ea81182f678


Picture books Picture books6 YEARS +

This beautiful ecological tale takes us deep into the 
forest and the imaginary, bringing hope and respect for 
difference.

In their hut, the guardians of  the great forest had 
always dreamed of  having a child. In vain. One 
morning, in the sweater four times too big she knits 
to forget her grief, the woman discovered a tiny 
baby, he was holding in the palm of  one hand...

France Quatromme - Auriane Kida

24 x 32 cm | 40 pp | 15 €

Difference

Future

Love

Ecology

Nature

Hope

A story of  ecology-fiction full of  hope, without 
complacency for a past gone by or concession for a robotic 
present, written with a lot of  humor.

In the year soon, Cyla and Cely will make an 
extraordinary meeting and a fabulous gift could 
transform their life and that of  the planet.

Xavier Armange - Mathieu Redelsperger

24 x 32 cm | 40 pp | 15 €
France Quatromme - Auriane Kida

| 15 €Future Ecology HopeFuture

Xavier Armange - Mathieu Redelsperger

24 x 32 cm 

Future

6 YEARS +

Le Géant de la grande forêt
The Giant of the Great Forest

L’Arbre de l’an bientôt
The Tree of the Year Soon

http://fr.calameo.com/read/00468468364853f6e1ce8
http://fr.calameo.com/read/004684683e277d884bbf9
http://fr.calameo.com/read/004684683e277d884bbf9
http://fr.calameo.com/read/004684683e277d884bbf9
http://fr.calameo.com/read/004684683e277d884bbf9
http://fr.calameo.com/read/00468468364853f6e1ce8
http://fr.calameo.com/read/00468468364853f6e1ce8
http://fr.calameo.com/read/00468468364853f6e1ce8


Picture books Picture books6 YEARS + 6 YEARS +

A sensitive story of  friendship about the fragility of  success and the 
time that flies... and runs out. 

In the toyshop, on a dusty shelf, Celestin is dreaming. About 
the past, when Gaspard used to throw his puppet’s strings in 
the air. He was becoming a tightrope walker, aerobatics gave 
the vertigo and fascinated every child of  the traveling circus.

Losing your life trying to earn it… This picture book, inspired by a 
Mexican tale, reminds children and adults that we always have  time, 
we just have to decide to take it.
A director is forced to take a vacation by his doctor. For the first 
time in his life, he must take time to lie down and relax under 
the seaside sun. A fisherman, back from the high sea with two 
beautiful fishes, shares with him his own conception of  life. A 
meeting that will influence the course of  their lives.

Puppet

Wealth

Friendship

Way of life

Memories

Happiness

This funny picture book mixing a twisted 
sense of  humor and colorful illustrations will 
make you discover a family like no other.

My buddies are so lucky, they all have 
pets at home. I don’t even have one ! 

So, I asked Mom and Dad if  we could 
have one. 

If  you asked me, I would have liked to 
have a dog, a cat or a hamster like all 
my friends, but Daddy, he saw things 
differently and we had Jean-Pierre...

A beautiful story that shows that a thingy can sometimes change the 
course of  an existence.

Mister Commonplace was living a peaceful and uneventful 
life. But sometimes it takes just a little to get everything going. 
One morning, Mister Commonplace did an incredible thing... 
He stooped down, picked up a little thingy and put it in his 
pocket. It was a tiny little thingy, but it took an increasingly 
important place in Mister Commonplace’s life...

Blossom

Awakening

Mystery

Awakening

Isabelle Wlodarczyk - Toni Demuro

14,5 x 21 cm | 40 pp | 10 €

Frédéric Laurent

14,5 x 21 cm | 40 pp | 10 €

Corinne Boutry - Toni Demuro

14,5 x 21 cm | 40 pp | 10 €

Stéphanie Nervesa - Amandine Dugon

24 x 22 cm | 40 pp | 12 €
Stéphanie Nervesa - Amandine Dugon

Eccentric FamilyPet

Célestin rêve
Celestin Dreams

Les Deux Poissons
Two Fishes

Le Bidule
Thingy

Jean-Pierre, le poisson pané
Jean-Pierre, the Breaded Fish

http://fr.calameo.com/read/0046846834ab658fff0dd
http://fr.calameo.com/read/004684683a3a7beda84cd
http://fr.calameo.com/read/004684683d8cca0d53d1e
http://fr.calameo.com/read/00468468373ae2edd4448
http://fr.calameo.com/read/00468468373ae2edd4448
http://fr.calameo.com/read/004684683a3a7beda84cd
http://fr.calameo.com/read/0046846834ab658fff0dd
http://fr.calameo.com/read/004684683d8cca0d53d1e


Picture books 6 YEARS +

Through a tender story and funny illustrations, this picture book reminds us 
that you can’t always judge a book by its cover ! 

In the marvelous world of  monsters, Booboo is born, a horrible 
little fellow like no other. With parents champions of  Worst Freak, 
the most terrifying monsters cup, he is predestined to follow in their 
footsteps.

But Booboo is terrified by children and has many other dreams      
in heart….

Papy Glups, a retired old teddy bear, will help him overcome his 
fear by training him to tame kids with cat throws, burping contests 
and many other fun and educative activities...

Monsters

From the same illustrator

the most terrifying monsters cup, he is predestined to follow in their 

But Booboo is terrified by children and has many other dreams      

Papy Glups, a retired old teddy bear, will help him overcome his 
fear by training him to tame kids with cat throws, burping contests 

6 YEARS +

Monsters

Ingrid Chabbert - Amandine Dugon

24 x 22 cm | 40 pp | 12 €

Disobedience

Fear

Boubouh !
Booboo !

Adaptation in progress of 

52 episodes of animated films 

by Cyber Group Studios and 

Jim Henson Studios.

http://fr.calameo.com/read/004684683ebb8b601b007
http://fr.calameo.com/read/004684683ebb8b601b007
http://fr.calameo.com/read/004684683ebb8b601b007
http://fr.calameo.com/read/004684683ebb8b601b007
http://fr.calameo.com/read/00468468373ae2edd4448
http://fr.calameo.com/read/0046846831fbae83b5b79


Picture books Picture books6 YEARS + 6 YEARS +

A story about slavery, a call to hope and perseverance to 
move beyond injustices.

Yehunda was born in a cotton field and lives under 
the sun, with shinning eyes. Yehunda has a secret 
that she regains only once night fallen. Her secret 
has blond hair and skin as light as hers is dark. 
Together, they build their dreams, alleviating the 
overpowering discipline imposed by the masters.

Isabelle Wlodarczyk - Dani Torrent

24 x 32 cm | 40 pp | 15 €

Un baobab pour Lady Lily
A Baobab for Lady Lily

Yehunda
Yehunda

Difference Slavery Friendship

A sensitive story, surreal, full of  humor, travels and 
sweet fruits in which different roots and cultures become 
entangled to make a beautiful love story grow.

On a beautiful day, as she walks around in her 
beautiful english garden, Lady Lily discovers in its 
middle a curious baobab.

Stunned,  she is far from imagining that it is for 
her the beginning of  an incredible story full of  
surprises... 

Caroline Hurtut - Amandine Dugon

24 x 32 cm | 40 pp | 15 €
Garden

Love

Travels

http://fr.calameo.com/read/0046846831fbae83b5b79
http://fr.calameo.com/read/004684683d0056f1a708d
http://fr.calameo.com/read/0046846831fbae83b5b79
http://fr.calameo.com/read/004684683d0056f1a708d
http://fr.calameo.com/read/0046846831fbae83b5b79
http://fr.calameo.com/read/0046846831fbae83b5b79
http://fr.calameo.com/read/004684683d0056f1a708d
http://fr.calameo.com/read/004684683d0056f1a708d


Picture books 6 YEARS +

Techniques

Arts

Humanity

A beautifully illustrated story, a journey through the 
history of  the world. The evolution of  humanity, its 
artistic experiments, its technical discoveries and its 
eternal unanswered interrogation...

What is above the ceiling ? The sky, okay, but 
higher, even higher, behind, what is it ? The god 
of  the winds, a lame devil, the queen of  the night, 
the master of  the time ? To answer this question a 
tower is built, a huge tower to climb high, always 
higher, above the birds, above the clouds, to see,   
to know... 

Picture books 6 YEARS +

This echo to Plato’s allegory of  the cave invites us to 
leave without fear to discover the unknown.

The obscuris are little people living at the bottom 
of  a well. In the dark, they do not know what 
they look like, think that the walls of  the well are 
the limits of  their universe and that its dazzling 
entrance is a distant moon. One stormy day, a 
branch inflamed by lightning falls to the bottom of  
the well, illuminating up one of  them...

HopePhilosophy Discovery

La Tour
The Tower

Un autre monde
An Other World

Xavier Armange - Chiara Arsego

24 x 32 cm | 40 pp | 15 €

Frédéric Laurent

24 x 32 cm | 40 pp | 15 €

http://fr.calameo.com/read/00468468321019bb1b150
http://fr.calameo.com/read/004684683290e9c481c11
http://fr.calameo.com/read/004684683290e9c481c11
http://fr.calameo.com/read/004684683290e9c481c11
http://fr.calameo.com/read/004684683290e9c481c11
http://fr.calameo.com/read/00468468321019bb1b150
http://fr.calameo.com/read/00468468321019bb1b150
http://fr.calameo.com/read/00468468321019bb1b150


5 - 6 ANS 5 - 6 ANSPicture books 6 YEARS +

A sensitive and graphic approach to the disaster of         
September 11, 2001.

«On a beautiful fall morning, like every day, she left in 
a yellow cab...» By taking this taxi in this huge city, she 
could not suspect what will happen. In a few seconds, 
on turning a page, they flew away. Time has passed, life 
went on, hoping to see the day rise again. This album 
addresses with many delicacy a sensitive topic of  our 
recent history.

Xavier Armange

24 x 32 cm | 40 pp | 15 €

TerrorismGraphism Hope

8 YEARS +

Les Oiseaux blancs de Manhattan
The White Birds of Manhattan

Beautiful illustrations and some suspense to revisit with 
humor the astonishing myth of  Theseus and the Minotaur.

Taciturn, Theseus was silent. Therefor, he 
was thought to be mute, stupid, crazy or even 
worse, foreign ! He was then hunted for fear and 
precautionary principle. Always forced into exile, he 
ends one day by landing in Crete. The little people 
were in full effervescence. It was the day, according to 
the tradition, every year, a young man was designated 
to go and deal with the frightful creature half-man 
half-bull: the Minotaur...

Frédéric Laurent
24 x 32 cm | 40 pp | 15 €

HumorMyth Adventure

6 YEARS +

La Vraie Fausse Histoire du Minotaure
True False History of the Minotaur

Picture books

http://fr.calameo.com/read/00468468390f0001f095c
http://fr.calameo.com/read/00468468390f0001f095c
http://fr.calameo.com/read/00468468390f0001f095c
http://fr.calameo.com/read/00468468390f0001f095c
http://fr.calameo.com/read/004684683d5bed2aa23c0
http://fr.calameo.com/read/004684683d5bed2aa23c0
http://fr.calameo.com/read/004684683d5bed2aa23c0
http://fr.calameo.com/read/004684683d5bed2aa23c0


Non-fiction Non-fiction5 - 6 ANS 5 - 6 ANS8 YEARS + 8 YEARS +

With the release of  the collection 
«Unknown Animals in Danger» 
at Éditions d’Orbestier, readers 
will be able to discover the life of  
these very particular wild animals 
and realize that the degradation 
of  their environment seriously 
compromises their future : 

they are likely to disappear even 
before being known!

There are many animals on earth that 
are misknown to the general public and 
which nevertheless are fascinating by 
their beauty, their particularities or their 
way of  life.

Unfortunately, there has been very little 
documentation about these strange 
species until now.

Sandrine Silhol

24 x 22 cm | 32 pp | 12 €

Unknown Animals in Danger

NatureHelp Knowledge

http://fr.calameo.com/read/0046846835e2cf0e1dafc
http://fr.calameo.com/read/004684683af1e84db9e34
http://fr.calameo.com/read/004684683be5ffce772bd
http://fr.calameo.com/read/004684683bf002b726f81
http://fr.calameo.com/read/0046846837e9618daa0d7
http://fr.calameo.com/read/004684683593c8d3bcb99
http://fr.calameo.com/read/004684683cec7531a13b0
http://fr.calameo.com/read/004684683817d17774161
http://fr.calameo.com/read/004684683af1e84db9e34
http://fr.calameo.com/read/004684683817d17774161
http://fr.calameo.com/read/004684683cec7531a13b0


The flight has just taken off, you are leaving for a legendary 
destination, India. You are about to discover the flavors, the 
perfumes, the colors of  one of  the largest countries in the world, so 
rich in contrasts. You will meet its inhabitants, their customs, their 
ways of  life. Unusual animals will cross your path.

Tales of  the white elephant or the child and the sacred fire, the 
golden coin of  the saddhu, the bird with two heads…and many 
others, either astonishing or full of  wisdom. You will also meet the 
Indian gods and discover two fabulous sagas : the Mahabharat and 
the Ramayana, probably the greatest epics in the story of  the world.

8 YEARS +

20 tales of the world from above and a fascinating trip to Quebec, the 
land of Brother-Moon and Sister-Sun.

Immediate �ight to the Canadian Far North. Buckle up your seat 
belt and enter the world of cold, ice and blizzard. Meet the Inuit, 
the people of the pack ice, seal and polar bear hunters as they live 
today… And then, at the turn of a page, let yourself be taken by the 
magic of the old times' tales, when humanity was in communication 
with the wild nature of the ice cold solitudes...

Wild NatureTales

Tales Tradition MysteryTradition

Contes inuit de la banquise

Inuit Tales of the Pack Ice

Contes indiens du seigneur Éléphant
Indian Tales of the Elephant Lord

Le Calife que personne n’aimait
The Caliph No One Liked

8 YEARS +

Caliph Biba Bedouba reigns over an immensely rich country. 
He decided to make the happiness of his subjects by o�ering them 
sumptuous gi�s. Yet every time he appears on his balcony to be 
cheered, it is banana peels and moldy sardines he receives instead 
of thanks. He convenes his vizier Zouc Zouc and gives him three 
days to discover the reason why his subjects are so angry. If he 
fails, he will become the last of the last sorter of caliph' slippers. 
Zouc zouk does not lack of ideas but they are never the 
good ones and the fateful date is drawing near...

Xavier Armange - Devis Grebu

12 x 18 cm | 48 pp | 7 €

DilemmaHumorTwists

L’Anneau de Dragon
Dragon’s Ring

A dragon pours dull and sad days in his boring castle, in Brittany 
depths. Here is a dragon dramatically lacking of imagination ... 
An itinerant magician suggests him to go around the world 
looking for Love : «When one loves, everything is possible ...» 
And Dragon quits his familiar routines and tries his luck on the 
wayside. He is caught up unwillingly in an incredible domino 
e�ect, an initiatory journey during which he will discover 
friendship, mutual respect and tolerance...

Xavier Armange 

12 x 18 cm | 192 pp | 6,86 €

AdventureToleranceLove

Jacques Pasquet - Stephan Daigle

12 x 18 cm | 160 pp | 8 €

Xavier Armange

12 x 18 cm | 160 pp | 8 €

Contes inuit de la banquise

http://www.dorbestier.com/dorbestier.com/contes-inuit-de-la-banquise-_R_211_170_.php
http://www.reves-bleus.com/reves-bleus.com/contes-indiens-du-seigneur-elephant-_R_223_27_.php
http://www.reves-bleus.com/reves-bleus.com/le-calife-que-personne-n-aimait-_R_223_14_.php
http://www.reves-bleus.com/reves-bleus.com/l-anneau-de-dragon-_R_223_4_.php


ÉDITIONS D’ORBESTIER - RÊVES BLEUS
21, rue du Clos Toreau

44230 Saint-Sébastien-sur-Loire - France
+33 2 40 69 64 89

Nadège Gorek (Foreign rights manager)
n.gorek@reves-bleus.comn.gorek@reves-bleus.com
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Our websites

Our socials networks

http://www.dorbestier.com/
http://www.reves-bleus.com/
https://www.facebook.com/Revesbleus/
https://www.instagram.com/dorbestier/
https://twitter.com/dorbestier



